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Having data and history in 
Specright alerts us to deviations 
and helps us drive sustainability, 
reduce costs, and keep our 
supply chain humming.”

What the Experts Say

Cody Leonard
Packaging Engineering Manager,
Denso

Denso: 
Creating Efficiencies Across Packaging

Solution
Using Specright’s Specification Data Management Platform, 
Denso has central access to the latest specifications for all of 
their packaging types, can easily track information and quickly 
make changes. When non-reusable packaging is needed, they 
can more simply track purchases and replenishments to better 
understand ROI to make improvements, reduce costs, and improve 
sustainability. “Now, if we’re low on packaging, we can easily see 
if there’s a discrepancy - and maybe that initiates a supplier visit,” 
says Nathan Shinault, Packaging Engineer.

With a centralized data system, they’re eliminating reliance on tribal 
knowledge, as well as time spent checking multiple databases and 
tracking paper documentation. “That’s direct money we’re able to 
save,” says Cody Leonard, Packaging Engineering Manager “and 
probably the biggest deal is the uncertainty of, ‘Am I dealing with 
the right thing? Do I have the right information that goes towards 
certainty?’ Now, I can just type a packaging code or part number 
into a search bar and it’s going to bring up everything that even 
looks like it might be connected - then, I’m able to navigate very 
quickly.”

Through better collaboration, Denso is reducing their workload 
as well as their suppliers. With suppliers now entering packaging 
specs and BOMs directly into Specright, both parties are saving 
time by not having to dig through email and manually track 
approvals. In addition, sharing resources like supplier packaging 
manuals within the system keeps everyone on the same page 
while improving accountability. “With our old system, we were just 
sending spreadsheets back and forth, which left plenty of room for 

Challenge 
Packaging for automotive parts is very different from that of 
consumer goods. They’re generally housed using large racks, 
crates with dunnage, or plastic bulk containers, which need to 
be planned for and purchased at the beginning of a program and 
then reused throughout the entire component lifecycle. This is no 
different for Denso, one of the world’s largest automotive suppliers 
of technology and components.

To manage their packaging specifications, Denso’s vast climate 
control division was using disparate data and documents from 
various OEM, internal, and supplier systems - some of which even 
used physical copies of specs - causing manual, time-consuming, 
and error-prone processes. Traceability was also a major challenge, 
as without a universal search function, it was very difficult to even 
associate part numbers to suppliers. With unique and heavy-
duty packaging, coupled with major costs of warehousing and 
transportation, having accurate data was imperative for Denso.

error” says Nathan, “There just wasn’t a lot of transparency, and it 
took hours to pull a report. Now, everything’s entered and tracked 
in Specright, so it’ll pop up on the dashboards - it’s just right 
there ready to go and doesn’t have to be sought out or searched 
through. ‘I’ll have to get back with you’ to an executive now turns 
into, ‘Give me a minute and I’llhave it for you in this meeting.’”
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Impact
The Specright platform has helped the Denso Packaging team with 
several continuous improvement initiatives: 

• Speed: “For us, speed was one of the biggest improvements. 
Specright is helping us eliminate spec maintenance, make 
it easier to keep things up to date, and keep our engineers 
focused on designing packaging - not muddling around a 
cumbersome system.”

• Accuracy: Having real-time, accurate data is helping them  
optimize transportation and warehouse space, improving 
efficiency and costs.

• Visibility: Spec management is enabling Denso to monitor 
packaging status for various plants across the globe, while 
improving project accountability.

• Morale: Denso’s previous packaging systems could easily 
lose data and didn’t validate information before leaving a 
page. “A supplier could go in there and accidentally overwrite 
something, and there were no checks and balances.” Using 
Specright, Denso has eliminated that error and frustration. 
Employee engagement is also improving; with access to spec 
data and tools at their fingertips, current and new employees 
feel empowered to challenge processes and suggest 
improvements, and can quickly make a difference in their job.

The platform is also helping them better plan and allocate primary 
and backup packaging to avoid costly errors and delays with 
shipping and warehousing. “Specright calculates the lot size, so we 
can hone in on details like,‘Okay, if it’s a tote, are we shipping by the 
tote, by the layer, or by the full skid?’” says Nathan, “Also, we can 
setup validation rules that can say, ‘Hey, your backup packaging 
needs to match what you normally send.’”

Next steps for Denso include expanding Specright into their 
logistics group, who can use packaging data to optimize supplier 
shipments into their manufacturing plants, and integration with 
their ERP system for access to live parts shipping volumes to 
ensure they allocate enough packaging for each order.


